
The Starting Protocol

This Starting Procedure must be done before doing the following protocols of 1000, 2000, or 3000.
It has been found that this procedure is very necessary and often results in nothing working when 
this procedure is skipped.

*Note: Things that Neutralize Chlorine Dioxide are: Vitamin C, Any Antioxidant, Coffee, 
Tea, Milk, Alcohol. You don't necessarily have to eliminate these totally from your diet. 
Just avoid them 60-90 minutes before and after a dose of activated MMS.

The first day of the Starting Procedure take 1/4th drop of activated MMS1 every hour for 
8 hours.

Follow these instructions.

Step 1. Use an empty, clean, dry, drinking glass. Tilt the glass slightly sideways and drop one drop
of MMS1 so the drop goes to the corner of the down part of the glass. Drop one drop of activator 
on top of the MMS drop. Shake the glass a little to mix the drops. 

Step 2. Wait 20 to 30 seconds and then use a cup to measure 1/2 cup of water to put in the glass...
This is 4 ounces. Make sure the drops are mixed into the water.

Step 3. Then pour off one ounce of water and take it. That is 1/4 of the liquid now in the glass you
can take it as it is or you can add some additional water to the ounce before you take it.

Step 4. Pour the extra 3 ounces down the drain. You won’t be using them. YOU MUST MAKE UP A
NEW DRINK EACH HOUR. Each MMS drink must be made up within 30 seconds before taking it
and one should be sure to never wait more than 60 seconds before taking. (When using CDS or 
CDH since 1 ml equals 3 drops of MMS and 1 ml has 20 drops then 2 drops would equal 
approximately 1/4 drop on MMS. So use 2 drops for this part.).

The 2nd and 3rd days of the Starting Procedure take 1/2 drop of MMS1 every hour for 8
hours a day.

Step 5. Follow the same 1 and 2 steps as above each hour. Then this time pour off 2 ounes and 
take them. That is the same as 1/2 of the liquid you now have in the glass. This, of course, gives 
you 1/2 drop.

The 4th day of the Starting Procedure take 3/4 drop of MMS1 every hour for 8 hours.

Step 6. Follow the same 1 and 2 steps as above. In this case it would be easiest to pour off 1 
ounce of liquid and drink the rest which is 3 ounces of liquid. In other words you are drinking 3/4 
of the 1/2 cup of water that you make in steps 1 and 2. At the end of day 4 you have completed the
Starting Procedure to Protocol 1000. You should begin Protocol 1000 the next day starting at the 1
drop point. Follow the instructions.

From this point those people with cancer should progress forward to Protocol 2000.

Note: We have noticed that people activating the MMS hourly seem to have more success
in restoring their health.


